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New datamarketing tool: ProspectFinder

Quality leads are essential in any commercial strategy. The more targeted you

segment, the greater your chances of success. After a thorough analysis and with the

help of customer feedback, Trends Business Information has developed a completely

new tool, with more possibilities than before.

In addition to the classic selection criteria, you can also opt for financial criteria. When

prospecting, it is important that you are aware of the financial situation of your business

relations. More than 90 financial criteria are available, including the 4 classics:

Finding customers is a challenge, finding the

right customers is a talent. Every company

depends on its customer base and if its

financial healthy. In order to keep this customer

base as healthy as possible and to provide it

with sufficient growth potential, it is important

as a company to prospect in the right way.

In the prospecting process, determining the

parameters for your campaign is one of the

most important steps. Through numerous

possibilities, the ProspectFinder allows you to

find qualitative leads. By using the Radius, you

select companies within a perimeter that is

interesting to you. You can zoom in and view

the map in full screen

Profitability

Liquidity

Financial 

independence

Added value

Can the payment obligation be met in the short term? The current ratio must

be higher than 100% to be positive. A ratio lower than 100% is an indication

of a threat of lack of liquidity in payments.

Is there sufficient (potential) profit? To know how profitable a company is,

select one of the many available margins, results, cash flow or added value

and determine the desired level.

Can the payment obligation be met in the long term? Financial

independence must be higher than 25% in order to prospect only solvent

companies.

http://cms.trendstop.be/mailer/redirect.aspx?s=9&n=19621&i=735367&u=https://trendstop.knack.be/nl/tools/prospectfinder/default.aspx


For each financial criterion, you can choose a minimum and a maximum value. Up to 3
criteria can be combined to find the right key figures among your prospects.

ProspectFinder is the most straight forward and sophisticated tool for identifying the right
leads. Go to prospectfinder.be and take your prospecting to the next level.

ProspectFinder allows you to manage your prospecting in one screen: campaign, filters,
selection of companies and contacts, elimination, deduplication, content and type of export
file. At each stage, you see the number of leads and the cost price. Once ready, you export
the qualitative leads, including contacts, to get started commercially.
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